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FiBL-OPTA study shows new steps

On the way to a harmonized approach for residue handling
in the EU
Organic agriculture results in high quality products. Only 15% of all organic products analyzed in
the EU showed levels of quantifiable residues – compared to 48% in conventional production.
This finding of the 2018 European Union report on pesticide residues in food could be seen as
promising. At the same time it implies that for 15% of all organic products there is a need to clarify
the source of contamination and the process for handling those findings themselves.
A new study has evaluated the four main approaches for handling residue cases in organic products
which are currently applied in the EU. It shows that none of the approaches is functioning well
and some even contain big risks for the further development of organic food and agriculture in the
EU. The main conclusion of the study is that the quality assurance systems of organic operators
should be complemented with ‘Organic Control Points’ covering also aspects of residue avoidance
and handling of residue cases. These should be audited by control bodies during the annual organic
inspection. Another important recommendation is to create a multifactorial decision-taking system
for operators, Control Bodies and Control Authorities, allowing them to take a science-based,
balanced decision on substantiation when a residue finding occurs. Furthermore, five instruments
are proposed to strengthen the knowledge-based approach for decisions on pesticide residues in
organic.
Bernhard Speiser, researcher of FiBL leading the study, considers the study as an important first
step to overcome the current, non-harmonized situation. “We involved stakeholders from organic
processing, trade, CB’s, associations and authorities in several workshops and a questionnaire. It
became clear that for the complex topic of residues in organic, there are no simple solutions. You
must go into detail to solve problems. Take for instance an action level: in the evaluation of the
approaches it became very clear that at least you would need a differentiated action level for
different substances and types of processing. Therefore I like the number of knowledge based
instruments that are brought forward.”

Alex Beck, one of OPTA’s advisors in the study, is happy with the practical outcomes: “The debate
on residues in the past years was very much a political debate between the end-product approach
in relation to the consumers expectations of residue free organic and the process oriented approach
that organic doesn’t use chemical pesticides but can’t always prevent contamination in a polluted
environment. The strengthening of organic critical control points (OCCPs) in quality management
systems of operators and the supervision of CBs on residue handling and decision taking by
operators would be a huge improvement. Operators need good instruments to take decisions on
residue findings and CBs have to supervise their systems and evaluate their decisions. The set of
instruments can be taken up directly, for instance in the new Organic Action Plan that appears in
the coming months.”
Stefan Hipp, President of OPTA, likes to stress the need of harmonization: “The actual situation,
with different approaches and decisions in various EU countries on the same lots, is harmful for
the further growth of organic. It creates uncertainties in the market, and can really hit organic
farmers and companies. With the Farm to Fork Strategy’s aim of 25% organic in 2030 on the desk,
we have to put our best knowledge in harmonizing the residue handling in the EU, otherwise
farmers and companies might not step into organic because of high risks related to uncertainty of
organic status when residues appear. And after all, organic is the best way out of a polluted
environment.”
OPTA published at the same time position paper on organic and pesticide residues. You can find it <here>

Link to full FiBL-OPTA Report part II (July 2020):
(Link FiBL-OPTA Report part I (June 2019):
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Annex
Scheme: 10 instruments in relationship to each other

Figure: Procedure for handling residue cases, with proposed improvements.
Proposed instruments are shown in red, with the same number as in the text.

Instruments 1-4: improving the operators QA system and its interaction with organic controls
Instrument 1 clarifies the roles of operators and CBs/CAs. Instrument 2 clarifies the decision-making
process by the operator, while instrument 3 provides the technical guidance for decision-making. Instrument
4 addresses the interaction of the operator’s QA system including food safety audits with the organic control
system. Expected achievements:
•
•
•
•

The process can benefit from the operator’s knowledge;
better (more targeted) investigations;
faster investigations (shorter blockage of foods).
More harmonized decision (indicators, action points)

Instruments 4-5: improving the organic control system
Instrument 4 addresses the interaction and communication between different CBs/CAs involved in a
residue case. Instrument 5 addresses the intensity and duration of investigations. Instruments 6 – 10 address
different aspects of knowledge management (see separate section below). Expected achievements:
•
•

better / faster investigations;
more harmonized decisions.

Instruments 6-10: addressing the need for highly specialized know-how
Instruments 6 – 10 address different aspects of knowledge management. Instrument 6 aims to make
knowledge widely available in a database allowing targeted searches. Instrument 7 provides knowledge
needed to determine whether the presence of a substance is technically unavoidable. This knowledge could
finally be made available in the same database. However, much of this information is not yet available and
would need to be established by research. Therefore, this topic is presented as a separate instrument here.
Instrument 8 addresses the aspect of staff qualification. Instrument 9 aims to provide detailed guidance for
frequently occurring cases, while instrument 10 specifically addresses demanding cases.
Expected achievements:
•
•
•

Knowledge generated by one operator or CB/CA is made available to all, resulting in maximum
benefit for the entire organic sector.
better (more targeted) investigations;
better (more harmonized) decisions.

